KMW Rifles
I have known Terry Cross of KMW probably longer then anyone out on the shooting
circuit. I met Terry at Camp Shelby Mississippi in 1998. He was a curious on looker at
the Super Sniper Shootout. Terry spent the week behind the firing line watching and
observing what was going on along with asking questions and getting a feel for the game.
Little did any of us know he was going to come out the following year and start his rain
as being one of the top tactical shooters in the country. Not only can Terry shoot he can
also build a rifle and is easily considered one of the top gunsmiths in the country as well.
Terry is not only a shooter and gunsmith but he is also a Reserve Officer, armoror and
tactical trainer for the Rapids Parrish Sheriffs department in Louisiana.
If you frequent any of the long range shooting website out there you will stumble across
many positive reviews on not only the work of KMW, but the customer service and the
top notch just down to earth good guy that he is. I have never met a man like Terry he is
as humble of a guy as you will ever meet and he will spend as much time walking you
thru your build making sure it is exactly what you want. He will help you build your
custom rifle from the ground up and will give you the pro’s and con’s of all the options in
your build. At KMW Terry’s a one man show from the guy taking your order to the guy
building your stick every step of the way to the shipping is done by Terry. Terry wants to
make sure that every rifle going out the door is to his standards and refuses to just rush a
rifle out the door just to make a sale. He works out of a small shop and that’s the way he
wants to keep it. Many times he has been approached about up scaling his business and
having the ability to produce more guns and to do it faster. He simply doesn’t want to run
his business in that manner. He wants to remain a small shop that does 250 - 300 custom
rifles a year. Terry is in the process of working on trying to get many of his custom ideas
out of his head and on to the drawing table and out to the shooting community so that we
can use them on our rifles.
I have dealt with KMW exclusively over this time period. Terry has built me and many
of my Law Enforcement and Marine Scout Sniper buddies around the country weapons.
Not one time have I ever had a problem or have heard of a complaint about his
workmanship and quality of the weapons he has put out. I highly recommend only a few
gunsmiths and Terry Cross of KMW is one of them.

